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Dear Librarian

SWETs Update

Welcome to the 10th issue of the Lyell news update.

Dates for your Diary
Save time and effort
with JUSP

If you have any questions or feedback, we'd love to hear from you!
Similarly, if you have any news for the next issue of this
newsletter, send it to us and we'd be happy to share it.

Journal Impact Factors
- the debate about
metrics continues

Best wishes,
Jenny Davey
Marketing Co-ordinator
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Publication Archive
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New publications

SWETs Update

New: GoldTransporting

As a subscriber to one or more of the Geological Society of

Hydrothermal Fluids in

London’s publications please consider either using an alternative

the Earth's Crust

subscription agent for your 2015 subscriptions – or contact us
directly. Dawn Angel at the Geological Society of London
Publishing House can provide a renewal quotation by email on

Downloads section


Lyell 2014

have

subscription

sales@geolsoc.org.uk).

prices


request. Please email us your SWETs reference number (if you

Lyell Collection
2015 brochure
and journal
information

it)

and

we

will

transfer

your

subscription

(email:

If you receive print copies via Swets consolidation then please
provide us with your postal address so we can dispatch the
journal/s directly to you. Please be aware that GSL journals (and
the print version of part 1 of the Journal of the Geological Society)





Rock-Forming

will have a grace period to ensure continuity. If you have made

Minerals

any payments to SWETs for 2015 subscriptions for GSL journals

catalogue

then please contact the Geological Society of London.

New and
Recently
published books



Complete list of
GSL
publications

We would like to reassure you that we will do all we can to ensure
unbroken supply and we will endeavour to support you during this
difficult period. We will also be able to help with any other
renewal queries you may have about individual journal title
renewals.
The Geological Society of London will continue to supply 2014
subscriptions as normal. Please do let us know if you need any

Useful links

further information about this unfortunate situation or have any

Lyell Collection

questions. We will be happy to help and advise.

Lyell FAQs
Guide to Online First
Guide to Open Access
Online Bookshop

Dates for your Diary

Facebook

The Geological Society of London will be exhibiting at booth # 4 at

Twitter

the Charleston Conference, South Carolina on 5 November.
Meet our friendly North American representative Kim Belleau. Kim
will be attending sessions and meeting with librarians on 6 & 7
November, if you would like to contact or arrange a meeting with
Kim, you can reach her at Kim@pcgplus.com.

Save time and effort with JUSP
If you haven’t already made use of the
JUSP (Journal Usage Statistics Portal),
then now is the time! JUSP will give you
a simple way of analysing the value and
impact

of

subscriptions

your

electronic

through

journal

accurate

and

comparable usage statistics for multiple publishers in one place.
You’ll be able to access an introductory video which provides a
short overview of JUSP , how to use the functionalities and the
types of reports available at www.jusp.mimas.ac.uk/events-

training shortly.

Journal Impact Factors - the debate about
metrics continues
In 2012 a group of editors and publishers of scholarly journals met
to discuss the misuse of Impact Factors. The outcome was the San
Francisco Declaration on Research Assessment (DORA): can be
found here.
Our President, David Manning has now signed the declaration on
behalf of GSL. You will see that there are now other metrics
alongside IF in the Lyell Collection and on our website. There are
also metrics for the Special Publications series for the first time.
For more information on the metrics shown in the Lyell Collection
visit the Geological Society webpage here.

Winner of the Special Publication Archive
announced!
The 2014 Special Library Association
Conference saw attendees enter a
Geological

Society

of

London

competition to win access to our
Special

Publication

Archive.

The

winner of the competition was the
University of New Hampshire.

Both Thelma B. Thompson

(Government

Maps

Information

and

librarian)

and

Emily

Poworoznek (Engineering & Physical Sciences Librarian) at the
University of New Hampshire are pleased to have the additional
resource of the SP Archive as part of their library services
offering.

New publications
The following Special Publications are now available on the Lyell
Collection and all publications are available to purchase in hard

copy from our online bookshop.
For information on new publications and online bookshop sales,
sign up for our bookshop newsletter.

New: Marine Tephrochronology
Special Publication S398
Edited by W.E.N. Austin, P.M. Abbott, S.M.
Davies, N.J.G. Pearce and S. Wastegård
Online Bookshop
Lyell Collection

New: Gold-Transporting Hydrothermal Fluids in
the Earth's Crust
Special Publication 402
Edited by P.S. Garofalo and J.R. Ridley
Online Bookshop
Lyell Collection

New: Advances in the Study of Fractured
Reservoirs
Special Publication 374
Edited by R.A. Scott, H.R. Smyth, A.C. Morton &
N. Richardson
Online Bookshop
Lyell Collection
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